
Christians rightly guard themselves against syncretism. Syncretism is the inappropriate mixing
of Christian doctrine or practice with other doctrines or practices to create a new blend of one’s
own. We certainly don’t want to water down, contradict, or blot out core Christian beliefs with
contrary beliefs drawn from other religions or belief systems. For instance, an extreme form of
syncretism might be for a native population, having heard once of Jesus Christ from a
missionary, to adopt Christ’s cross as their primary ritual symbol while continuing their prior
pagan sacrifices on that cross. A cross symbol doesn’t make a Christian out of a pagan without
the accompanying profession of, heart change toward, and repentant practices demonstrating
Christian belief. Another form of syncretism might be for a new-age crystal worshiper to speak
adoringly of Jesus while ignoring our brokenness and need for his divine salvation. Syncretism
can also take subtler forms, like when otherwise conventional Christian worshipers adopt
anomalous religious beliefs from other faiths, particularly those practiced by their family or
ancestors. Hold the mystery of the faith with a pure conscience, the apostle Paul wrote his
protege Timothy.

But sometimes, we take the concern over syncretism
too far. Christ came for all believers, Jew and Gentile.
Christ said to make disciples of all nations, not just
those nations with a natural bent toward the Christian
faith. Christians everywhere interpret and exhibit their
faith through their own language, forms, and culture. It
isn’t syncretism to express core Christian beliefs in
ways that one’s own place and people understand them.
We can each celebrate Christ’s offer and our victory in

ways familiar to us, for which we have an affinity. That affinity may mean cowbells to some,
wind chimes to others. We need not strip our Christian practice of all local expression. Indeed,
just the opposite: Christ redeems the particular, not just the general.

Yet Christianity works another way, too. Christianity subsumes and properly reinterprets all
other belief, including pagan and secular beliefs. Non-Christian beliefs aren’t generally fully
true but are often close to the truth. Christian belief doesn’t align itself with those close-to-true
non-Christian beliefs but instead draws those other beliefs into the true line of Christ, for those
willing to accept him. The great myths that animated Greek, Roman, and Norse society, for
instance, bear remarkable resemblance to Christ’s heroic, world-saving stance. Great figures of
the past, including Greek, Roman, and Norse leaders, came to see Christ as the fulfillment of
their own peculiar myths. And we, turning over our modern myths in favor of Christ, are hardly
any different. Don’t let a concern over syncreticism keep you from seeing how Christ fulfills
every true yearning of every human myth.


